Chair Handling

chair pallets & dollies

Drake Corp.
154 Tices Lane
East Brunswick, NJ 08816, USA
tel +1 732 254 1530
fax +1 732 254 3509
e-mail contactUS@drakecorp.com

In Europe:
tel +39 02 43 79 46
e-mail info@centroerre.com
DR chair pallet

material: thermoformed HDPE
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 17.75” x 35.5”
external: 18.25” x 36”
straps: external
pallet feet: yes (built in)
long side clearance: 28” (pallet jacks)
short side clearance: chair trucks
casters: none
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS or PALLET JACKS

DE chair pallet (extra long)

material: thermoformed HDPE
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 43.5”
external: 18.5” x 44”
straps: 2”
pallet feet: none
casters: none
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS

RG chair tray

Chair tray, basic configuration:
material: PP structural foam
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 35”
external: 18.5” x 35.5”
straps: 1.25”
to be used with HAND TRUCKS

Optional
Chair pallet configuration
tray + 4 pallet feet
long side clearance: 27.25” (pallet jacks)
short side clearance: 10.25”
to be used with PALLET JACKS

Chair cart configuration
tray + 2 casters 2.5” swivel + 2 pallet feet + lift jack

Chair dolly configuration
tray + 4 casters 2.5” swivel